RuffArmor: tough seat covers
We realize that most auto seats are very similar, but not all auto seats are the same and
some cars may be different. These lacing options may not be ideal for your car.
But creativity fuels this world. If none of these lacing options apply to your car, take a
page from Christopher Columbus and strike out for adventure. If you discover a new lacing
system, we want to hear from you! In thanks, we’d love to play the part of king and shower you
with gifts, gratitude, and name the new system after you. Email a detailed description and
photos explaining your system to support@ruffarmor.com.

If your top seat…
-

Is not removable: see page 2.
Is removable: see page 2.
Flips forward: see page 2.

If your bottom seat…
-

Is not removable: see page 3.
Is removable: see page 3.
Flips forward: see page 4.

Questions? Need help? Got stuck? Need road trip or hike suggestions?
Contact us at 720-515-5408 or support@ruffarmor.com.
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RuffArmor: tough seat covers
Need help? Contact us at: 720-515-5408 or Support@RuffArmor.com.
Or check out www.RuffArmor.com/installationhelp

PARACORD INSTALLATION: recommended for lasting, superior protection
Includes 2 long paracords, 2 short
paracords, 5 cordlocks
UPPER SEAT COVER:
Recommended For All Car Seats
*can be used with seat belts accessible*
1. Flip upper seat forward.
OPTION: remove seat headrests or install cover
over headrests.
Warning: If you choose to install over
headrests, make sure you can still see out rear
window.
2. Hold seat cover up with logo facing you. In your
left hand is hole #3. In your right hand is hole #6.
3. Position seat cover over seat, logo facing out, with loose edges draped over seat. Hole #3 will be on driver’s side. Hole
#6 will be on passenger’s side.
4. Push lower flap of cover with holes #11-14 between space where the two car seats meet, so you can see cover poking
out behind the seats. Center RuffArmor logo (facing interior of car) in upper half of the seat.
5. A and B: long paracord has knot in the middle. Thread one end (A) from bottom of hole #1.
6. Thread A through top of #2. Always lace hole from top of seat cover (i.e. where the logo is) to bottom, unless indicated
otherwise.
7. Loop A around seat corner across back of car seat. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat like wrapping a
present.
8. Thread A through top of #3.
9. Thread B from bottom of hole #16.
10. Thread B from top of #15.
11. Loop B around seat corner across back of car seat. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat like wrapping a
present.
OPTION: If your lower seat is not removable OR you want superior seat protection, skip to Lower Seat Instructions:
Non-Removable Lower Seat.
12. Stretch A across back of seat to #13 and thread through top of #13.
13. Stretch B across back of seat to #4 and thread through top of #4.
14. Continue lacing A like a shoelace through #5 and #11.
15. Continue lacing B like a shoelace through #12 and #6.
16. From #11, thread A through top of #10. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat. Make sure top seat bracket is
exposed.
17. Thread A through bottom of #9.
18. From #6, thread B through top of #7. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat. Make sure top seat bracket is
exposed.
19. Thread B through bottom of #8.
20. Readjust seat cover so logo is centered in upper half of seat. Pull A and B tight like you do shoe laces.
21. Insert cord lock over both ends of A and B. Knot A and B’s loose ends after cord lock.
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OPTION: Tuck seat belts under covers OR if you want to use the seat belts, flip them over cover. Note: you can only use
seat belts if you didn’t skip to Lower Seat Instructions: Non-Removable Lower Seat.
22. Flip seat back and snap into seat brackets.

LOWER SEAT INSTALLATION OPTIONS
LOWER SEAT COVER:
Recommended for Non-removable Lower Seat
1. Center seat cover on seat. Hole #19 will be on
driver’s side. Hole #22 on passenger’s side.
2. Push back flap of cover with holes #19-22
between space where the two car seats meet, so
you can see cover poking out behind the seats.
3. Thread B through #19 when you thread through
upper cover’s #14.
4. Thread A through #20 when you thread through
upper cover’s #13.
5. Thread B through #21 when you thread through
upper cover’s #12.
6. Thread A through #22 when you thread through
upper cover’s #11.
7. Grab the two short paracords, I and J, and two cord locks.
8. Knot one end of J to #17.
9. Thread J up out of #17.
10. Thread J through top of #32.
11. Thread J through bottom of #31.
12. Thread J through top of #30. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat’s corners.
13. Thread J through bottom of #29. Insert cord lock to hold cover.
14. Knot one end of I to #24.
15. Thread I up out of #24.
16. Thread I through top of #25.
17. Thread I through bottom of #26.
18. Thread I through top of #27. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat’s corners.
19. Thread I through bottom of #28.
20. Pull ends of I and J to tighten paracords. Insert cord lock over both ends of I and J. Knot after cord lock.

LOWER SEAT COVER:
Recommended for Removable Lower Seat
*Can used with seat belts accessible*
1. Pop lower seat out of seat brackets.
2. Remove seat from car and take somewhere clean
with lots of room to maneuver.
3. Position cover on floor with underside exposed
and holes #19-22 facing you. Hole #19 will be on
your right. Hole #22 will be on your left.
4. Flip seat onto its face on the cover so the seat’s
underside is exposed.
5. Paracord C is knotted in the middle.
6. Thread one end of C through bottom of #21
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7. Thread one end of C through bottom of #20.
Important: Avoid the metal brackets sticking up from bottom of car seat. Fold covers around brackets so they are
exposed.
8. If you can thread C from #20 to #19 and C from #21 to #22 without covering the seat brackets, do so.
9. If you can do #7, thread C from #19 through bottom of #29.
10. Thread C from #22 through bottom of #28.
11. If you can’t do #7, thread C from #20 through bottom of #29.
12. Thread C from #21 through bottom of #28.
13. Pull C tight. Adjust covers to center on the seat and all of car seat’s metal brackets are exposed.
14. Insert cord lock through both ends of C. Knot after cord lock.
15. Put car seat back in car. Tilt car seat slightly to get rear edge under upper car seat. Snap lower car seat into place.
Make sure it’s secured.
OPTION: When installing car seat back into car, you can keep seat belts accessible OR tuck them under for max
protection.
16. Continue install by following Lower Seat Cover: Recommended for Non-Removable Seat at step #7 and completing
directions.
LOWER SEAT COVER:
Recommended for Flip-Forward Lower Seat
*Can use with seat belts accessible*
1. Flip lower seat forward.
2. Put cover and center over seat. Hole #19 will be
on driver’s side. Hole #22 on passenger’s side.
3. C and D: long paracord has knot in the middle.
4. Thread C from bottom of hole #17.
5. Thread C through top of #18. Always lace hole
from top of seat cover (i.e. where the logo is) to
bottom, unless indicated otherwise.
6. Loop C around seat corner. Fold and tuck loose
edges of cover against seat and around seat
brackets like wrapping a present.
7. Thread C through top of #19.
8. Thread D from bottom of hole #32.
9. Thread D through top of #31.
10. Thread D through top of #30. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat, around brackets and under paracord
loop.
11. Thread D through top of #30.
12. Stretch C across seat to #29 and thread through top of #29.
13. Stretch D across seat to #20 and thread through top of #20.
14. Continue lacing C like a shoelace through tops of #21 and #27.
15. Continue lacing D like a shoelace through tops of #28 and #22.
16. From #27, thread C through top of #26. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat and around brackets.
17. Thread C through bottom of #25.
18. From #22, thread D through top of #23. Fold and tuck loose edges of cover against seat and around brackets.
19. Thread D through bottom of #24.
20. Center seat cover on seat.
21. Pull paracord tight. Insert cord lock over both ends of C and D. Knot paracord after lock.
22. Flip seat back to correct position.
OPTION: When flip seat back, you can leave the seat belts out or tuck them under the seat for protection.
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